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Company Name:
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Name:

Surname:

Job Title:

Net Income:

ID/Co. Reg. no:

Correspondence e-mail:

Postal Address:

Tel (w):

Address:

Fax (w):

City:

Tel (h):

Province:

Fax (h):

Code:
Physical Address (if not the same as above):

Cell:

Address:

City:

Province:
Premises Type:
Debit order

Code:
Period at Address:
Account Holder Name:

Bank name:

Account type: cheque

Branch name:
Credit card

Branch code:
Name on card:

Card no:

Expiry date:

| Transmission

Account nr.
Master

Vodacom Data:
Vodacom Dual Data SIM
Mofaya 2Gig
Mofaya 2Gig
Mofaya 2Gig Top Up
Mofaya 2Gig Top Up

| Savings

| Visa

| Diners

Verification digits:
SETUP

Dual SIM for use with existing Vodacom Data package
2Gig of data for 24 months (sim only)
2Gig of data for 24 months with E3131 Modem
2Gig of data for 24 months (sim only)
2Gig of data for 24 months with E3131 Modem

Vodacom Data Mofoya Deals:

R140
R175
R175
R175
R175

PM

QTY

R9
R99
R129
R99
R129

SETUP

PM

Mofoya MyMeg 500

500MB of data only for 24 months (sim only)

R175

R39

Mofoya MyGig 1

1GB of data only for 24 months (sim only)

R175

R69

Mofoya MyGig 2

2GB of data only for 24 months (sim only)

R175

R99

Mofoya MyGig 3

3GB of data only for 24 months (sim only)

R175

R169

Mofoya MyGig 5

5GB of data only for 24 months (sim only)

R175

R259

Mofoya MyGig 10
*no hardware included

10GB of data only for 24 months (sim only)

R175

R499

QTY

IMPORTANT: PLEASE SELECT PREFERRED HARDWARE DEVICE BELOW
(please note that a hardware device has to be bundled with one of the above data packages excluding the Promo 250MB deal)

Once off
HUAWEI E303

E303 HSDPA USB MODEM

R0

PM
R30

QTY

LINKSYS ROUTER

LINKSYS WiFi ROUTER (Requires PCMCIA card)

R1995

R0

I/We hereby confirm that the operation and limitations of the product have been explained to me and that I/we understand
the term “Out of bundle” usage and accept the usage terms & conditions thereof.

Signature: ___________________ Name in Capitals_______________________ Date____/_____/_________

Poor Coverage areas or mobile service
I/We hereby confirm that I/we are aware that my/our normal physical address where the product will be used falls within a
poor coverage area/GPRS only area or that I will be using the service as a mobile service and hereby accept the service
with the limited data throughput or limited coverage as per Vodacom coverage map.

Signature: ___________________ Name in Capitals_______________________ Date____/_____/_________

PO Box PO Box 369, Rivonia, 2128 | Rutherfod Estate, 1 Scott Street, Waverley, Johannesburg, 2090
| www.vox.co.za | Tel: 087 805 0003
For office use only:
Documentation Required (No application will be processed without these documents) Received Yes/NO
Proof of income
(Payslip)
Proof of bank details
(3months latest Bank Statements)
Proof of residence
(Water & Electricity account)
Copy of ID
(Directors ID in case of business)
Fax all documentation to 086 524 1911 or e-mail to creditvet@vox.co.za

__________________

_______________________

__________________

Customer Signature

Name in Capitals

Date

__________________

_______________________

__________________

Vox Telecom Agent Signature

Name in Capitals

Date

*Each page of the Vox Telecom Standard Terms and Conditions together with the Product Specific Terms and
Conditions need to be signed by the customer

NOTE : CUSTOMER TO PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE TERMS HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD
AND TO INITIAL ALONGSIDE EACH SUCH TERM

General Terms and Conditions
1. INTERPRETATION AND PRELIMINARY
Unless a contrary intention clearly appears –
1.1. the following terms shall have the following meanings –
1.1.1. “activation” means the enabling of a service at the supplier’s premises to
operate on one or more networks;
1.1.2. “addendum” means a supplementary agreement signed by both the supplier
and the customer that expands or modifies a current agreement and which endures
for the duration of the current agreement;
1.1.3. “agreement” means the general terms and conditions, the product specific
terms and conditions, the proposal, the subscriber agreement and all addenda, if
applicable, concluded by the customer and executed in terms hereof;
1.1.4. “charges” or “rates” means the installation charges, monthly services charges,
usage charges and any other charges pertaining to the provision of services by the
supplier to the customer;
1.1.5. “commissioned” means the date on which the services are operational;
1.1.6. “CPA” means the Consumer Protection Act, 2008;
1.1.7. “CPA Regulations” means regulations promulgated pursuant to the CPA from
time to time;
1.1.8. “customer“ means any person who has entered into an agreement with the
supplier for the provision of services and/or the use of the equipment, or who has
applied to the supplier for the provision of services and/or the use of the equipment,
and is used interchangeably with the term “subscriber”;
1.1.9. “equipment” means all devices including software provided by the supplier to
the customer in order to enable the supplier to provide the services;
1.1.10. “general terms and conditions” means this document excluding all proposals
executed in terms hereof;
1.1.11. “initial period” means the duration of the first agreement signed by the
customer in respect of the services as reflected in the subscriber agreement which
period shall commence on the commissioned date;
1.1.12. “initial services” means the first services that are provided by the supplier to
the customer in terms of the first agreement signed by the customer in respect of the
services;
1.1.13. “installation” means the installation of equipment at the customer’s premises
or at such other location as may be specified by the customer;
1.1.14. “managed services” means the on-going management and provision of
services by the supplier in return for a monthly payment by the customer;
1.1.15. “month” shall mean a calendar month commencing at 0h00 on the relevant
day of the relevant calendar month;
1.1.16. “monthly service charge” means the monthly fees levied by the supplier in
consideration for the customer’s access to and use of the network services or other
services provided by the supplier;
1.1.17. “network provider” means any authorised supplier of telecommunications
facilities;
1.1.18. “network services” means any services provided by any of the networks
including but not limited to fixed line operators, cellular operators, wireless operators
or any other operator that provides access and network services (including value
added services) made accessible to the customer by the supplier in terms of this
agreement;
1.1.19. “product” means any combination of equipment and services provided by the
supplier to the customer;
1.1.20. “product specific terms and conditions” means the specific terms and
conditions applicable to the specific product or services as reflected in the proposal;
1.1.21. “proposal” means the order form or proposal document submitted by the
supplier to the customer and signed by the customer in respect of the provision of
the services and which incorporates the subscriber agreement, the product specific
terms and conditions and the provisions of this agreement;
1.1.22. “renewal period” means, unless otherwise provided for in the product specific
terms and conditions or subscriber agreement:
1.1.22.1. if the customer is a juristic person, a period of 24 successive months
commencing on the day immediately following the expiration of the initial period or
each successive renewal period;
1.1.22.2. if the customer is a natural person, the period specified in clause 3.3.3;
1.1.23. “Republic” means the Republic of South Africa;
1.1.24. “services” means the services, managed or otherwise, and/or products
provided by the supplier to the customer as set out in the proposal;
1.1.25. “service provider” means any Electronic Communications Networks
Licensee or Electronics Communications Licensee licensed under the Electronic
Communications Act, 2005, or any service provider of an Electronic Communications
Networks Licensee or Electronics Communications Licensee;
1.1.26. “software” means any computer programme that is either embedded or
provided as a stand-alone application, or accessed via the internet or other web
browsing method;
1.1.27. “subscriber agreement” means the summary of the agreement signed by the
customer for the provision of services by the supplier to the customer;
1.1.28. “supplier” means Vox Telecommunications (Proprietary) Limited;
1.1.29. “traffic type” means any specific type of calls carried by the supplier over the
networks;
1.1.30. “usage charges” means the charges charged by the supplier to the customer
for recorded usage of the network services;
1.2. when any number of days is prescribed in this agreement, same shall be
reckoned exclusively of the first and inclusively of the last day unless the last day
falls on a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday, in which case the last day shall be the
next succeeding day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday;

1.3. the terms of the proposal shall prevail in the event of a conflict between the
proposal and this agreement; and
1.4. in circumstances of the CPA being applicable to the agreement, the provisions
of the CPA shall prevail in the event of a conflict between any provision of the
agreement and the provisions of the CPA.
2. APPOINTMENT AND AUTHORITY
2.1. The customer appoints the supplier to supply the services to the customer for the
initial period in accordance with the terms and conditions set out in the agreement,
although the parties will be bound by the terms and conditions of this agreement with
effect from the date of signature hereof.
2.2. The customer hereby authorises the supplier to:
2.2.1. communicate with other service providers to enable the supplier to obtain all
information which may be necessary in order for the supplier to render the services.
Should the supplier so require, the customer shall sign a separate letter authorising
the supplier to approach the service providers to request such information as
aforesaid which can be furnished as proof that the supplier has been mandated by
the customer to approach the service providers for the purposes set out in clause
2.2; and/or
2.2.2. to enter into agreements and arrangements with third parties as may be
necessary for the supplier to render the services.
3. TERM
3.1. The supplier undertakes to supply the services to the customer subject to the
succeeding terms of this agreement, for the duration of the initial period; provided
that in the event that the initial services do not become commissioned as a result of
the actions or omissions of customer, the supplier shall have the right to recover from
the customer, the minimum monthly charge stipulated in the proposal (or pro rata
portion thereof) payable by the customer for the period of the delay together with any
reasonable wasted costs incurred by the supplier and customer hereby indemnifies
the supplier accordingly.
3.2. If the customer is a juristic person, at the expiry of the initial period, unless
otherwise notified in writing to the customer, the services and the agreement shall
continue automatically on the terms contained in this agreement for an unlimited
number of renewal periods, unless terminated by the customer, on expiration of
the initial period or a renewal period, as the case may be, by giving the supplier a
written notice of termination not less than 30 and not more than 90 days before the
expiration of the initial period or renewal period, as the case may be.
3.3. If the customer is a natural person:
3.3.1. the customer may terminate the agreement:
3.3.1.1. on the expiry of the initial period, on written notice to the supplier;
3.3.1.2. during the initial period, on 20 business days’ written notice to the supplier,
subject, however, to the provisions of clause 3.6;
3.3.2. the supplier may, during the initial period, terminate the agreement 20 business
days’ after giving the customer written notice to remedy a material breach and the
customer failing to remedy such breach within such period;
3.3.3. and the agreement is not terminated by either party in accordance with the
aforegoing during the initial period, unless the customer agrees to a renewal of the
agreement for a further fixed term, the agreement will continue, after the initial period,
on a month to month basis (terminable by either the supplier or the customer on 1
month’s written notice to the other), subject to any material changes of which the
supplier has given written notice pursuant to clause 3.3.4;
3.3.4. not more than 80 nor less than 40 business days before the expiry of the initial
period, the supplier shall notify the customer in writing of the impending expiry of the
agreement, which notice will include any material changes that would apply if the
agreement were to be renewed and the customer’s right to terminate or continue with
the agreement on the expiry of the initial period.
3.4. Notwithstanding the aforegoing, during any automatic renewal period the
discounts applicable to the services provided for in the agreement shall not be
available to the customer until the customer concludes a new
Initial
written agreement with the supplier in respect of the services
provided by the supplier for the term of the renewal period.
3.5. Unless the CPA applies to this agreement, the supplier shall furthermore be
entitled to terminate this agreement at any time by giving 3 months’ written notice to
this effect to the customer. Should the provision of any of the products or services by
the supplier on the basis provided for in this agreement be finally declared illegal by
an Act of Parliament, any regulatory body or court of law, the supplier shall be entitled
to cancel this agreement on written notice to the customer.
3.6. Should the customer terminate this agreement prior to the expiry of the initial
period or any renewal period for any reason other than expressly provided for in this
agreement, the customer shall remain liable for all amounts owing to the supplier up
until the date of termination and the supplier shall be entitled (unless the customer is
entitled to terminate the agreement without penalty in accordance with the provisions
of the CPA, if applicable) to levy a cancellation/early settlement fee provided for in
the proposal, provided that where the customer is a natural person, such cancellation
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fee shall be limited to a reasonable fee determined in accordance with the guidelines
set out in the CPA and, if applicable, the CPA Regulations.
3.7. Unless otherwise expressly stated in the agreement, upon expiry of the initial
period or any renewal period, the supplier, in its sole discretion, but subject to clause
3.3.4, may remove or change any discounts that were applicable during the initial
period or renewal period, as the case may be.
3.8. Any new or additional services or expansion of the initial services to be provided
by the supplier to the customer from time to time shall be subject to the terms
contained in the proposal or required to be agreed upon by the parties in writing in a
new agreement (or in an addendum to the existing proposal) and such new services
shall commence on the date on which such new services are commissioned.
3.9. The supplier may in its sole and absolute discretion alter the routing of any traffic
at any time in pursuit of the provision of services, such routing changes having no
effect on the validity of the agreement.
3.10. The services provided by the supplier are subject to government or relevant
authority regulated limitations and transmission limitations, and may be temporarily
and/or permanently interrupted or curtailed as necessary or appropriate for the
proper operation of the services.
3.11. If the conclusion of the agreement is the result of direct marketing and the
provisions of the CPA are applicable hereto, the customer has the right to cancel
the agreement without reason or penalty by written notice to the supplier within 5
business days after the later of the date on which the agreement was concluded
or the services or equipment were delivered to the customer. Should the customer
have opened the original packaging of the products prior to returning same to the
supplier on cancellation of this agreement, the supplier shall be entitled to deduct
from any reimbursement or refund which may be payable to the customer on
cancellation, a reasonable amount for the use and/or depletion of the products.
4. SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT : DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
4.1. The supplier shall deliver the equipment and the services to the customer at the
address nominated by the customer on the subscriber agreement. The customer
shall be obliged to pay the reasonable costs incurred by the supplier in delivering
the equipment. If the supplier cannot deliver the equipment to such address through
no fault of the supplier, the customer shall be obliged to pay all reasonable costs
incurred by the supplier in making the attempted delivery. Subject always to the
provisions of clause 11, the supplier shall use its reasonable endeavours to meet
the stipulated dates and times for delivery of the equipment and the services. The
supplier shall not be liable in any manner whatsoever to the customer for any
loss arising from any failure or delay in performance or providing services and/or
equipment resulting from any of the force majeure events referred to in clause 11 nor
for any other reason unless such failure or delay is directly attributable to the gross
negligence or fraudulent intent of the supplier.
4.2. Unless the customer proves otherwise and without limiting the rights of the
customer pursuant to the CPA, if applicable, signature by the customer on any
acceptance certificate provided by the supplier and/or its service providers upon
the installation of the equipment or at the instance of a commissioned service, shall
be deemed to be an acknowledgement by the customer that it has fully inspected
and approved the equipment and all of its components and that the equipment and
components have been received to the full satisfaction of the customer. Subject to
the customer’s rights to have defective products returned, repaired or monies paid
in respect thereof refunded pursuant to the CPA, insofar as the CPA is applicable to
the agreement, the customer shall have no claim against the supplier of whatsoever
nature should, after such acceptance by the customer, it transpire that the equipment
and/or any component thereof is unacceptable to the customer for any reason.
4.3. The customer shall, at its own cost and expense, be responsible for:
4.3.1. ensuring that the communication services and facilities, including without
limitation, telephone facilities and lines, installation area/s, electrical outlet/s,
connection requirements and access way/s are suitable for the installation, passage
and electrical connection of the equipment and services when they are delivered for
installation and thereafter; and
4.3.2. obtaining all necessary approvals and authorities imposed by any competent
authority and required for the purpose of the supply, delivery and/or installation of the
equipment and the services, including landowners consent, where the customer is
not the landowner. The customer hereby indemnifies the supplier against any claim
or liability suffered by the supplier by reason of such approval and authorities not
having been obtained.
4.4. Once installation has been completed, any subsequent callouts of engineers
shall be billed at the engineer’s charge out rate, with a minimum charge out of one
hour plus travel expenses.
5. SOFTWARE
5.1. The customer shall use any software provided to it by the supplier, only for the
purposes for which it is intended and licensed in terms hereof.
5.2. The customer shall not nor permit anyone else to reverse engineer, decompile,
modify, tamper with, vary, enhance, copy, sell, lease, license, sub-license or
otherwise deal with the software or any part, variation, modification, release or
enhancement thereof or have any software or any program written or developed for it
based on the software.
5.3. All rights of whatever nature in and to the software and all upgrades, updates,
modifications and variations thereto from time to time, shall vest in the supplier.
5.4. The supplier shall upgrade any software provided to the customer at its sole
discretion and shall not be obliged to perform such upgrades at any time unless a
specific provision has been included in the agreement requiring that the supplier
performs such upgrade.
5.5. It is the customer’s responsibility to notify the supplier of its requirement to renew
software licences.
6. USE AND STORAGE OF INFORMATION
6.1. The customer acknowledges that the supplier may establish general practices
and limits concerning the use of the services (which it shall be entitled to modify from
time to time in accordance with industry standards), including, the period of time
that the customer’s email messages and other content uploaded on to the supplier’s
server is retained, the quantity and size of content that may be sent from or received
by the customer and that available disk space that will be allocated to the supplier’s

servers on the customer’s behalf.
6.2. The supplier shall not be obliged in any way to delete or store any messages
and/or other electronic communications or exchanges that the supplier maintains or
transmits.
6.3. The supplier shall furthermore be entitled on written notice to the customer to
terminate the provision of the services should the customer fail to use the services
for a continuous period exceeding 12 months.
7. CUSTOMER’S OBLIGATIONS IN RESPECT OF THE EQUIPMENT
7.1. The customer undertakes to use the equipment only for the purpose for which it
is intended and to ensure that its employees, agents and/or sub-contractors comply
with the instructions and recommendations of the supplier.
7.2. Upon delivery or collection of the equipment as the case may be, risk in the
equipment shall pass to the customer who shall then be responsible for:
7.2.1. keeping the equipment in its possession and control, protected against loss
and damage from whatsoever cause; free from any judicial attachment, hypothec or
any other legal charge or process and shall not encumber the equipment;
7.2.2. providing clean power to the equipment;
7.2.3. exercising due care and diligence in respect of the equipment;
7.2.4. protecting all equipment against any form of lightning by means of installing a
lightning protection, unless expressly provided by the supplier to the customer, and
7.2.5. obtaining adequate insurance for the equipment for the full replacement value
thereof.
7.3. The customer furthermore agrees to ensure that the equipment is maintained in
clean, serviceable and good working order. Upon the expiry of this agreement, the
customer shall return all equipment in good working order and in the same condition
as at the date of installation, fair wear and tear excepted.
7.4. The customer agrees that any equipment supplied by the supplier and/
or its service providers pursuant to this agreement is movable property and that
notwithstanding any installation thereof at the customer’s premises, unless the
customer has purchased the equipment outright and has paid in full for such
equipment, the equipment shall at all times remain the property of the supplier and/
or its service providers, as the case may be, who shall have the right to inspect the
equipment at all reasonable times during the currency of this agreement and to
remove the equipment on termination of the agreement for any reason. Accordingly,
the customer undertakes forthwith upon the installation of the equipment, to notify the
landlord of the premises where the equipment is to be installed of the supplier’s and/
or its service provider’s ownership of the equipment.
7.5. The customer shall provide:
7.5.1. the supplier with access to its premises, the equipment, software, telephone
ports and/or network for the purposes of monitoring and correcting the equipment
and/or software and monitoring the performance of the customer’s obligations
hereunder;
7.5.2. the supplier with plans, organograms, structural, architectural and block
diagrams, user lists, company procedures and any other form of information that the
supplier deems necessary for the proper provision of the services;
7.5.3. its own security procedures so as to ensure the integrity of its systems, it being
specifically recorded that, notwithstanding the provisions of 7.6 and 7.7, that the
supplier shall not be liable for any loss suffered by the customer attributable to loss of
integrity of its systems unless such loss is directly attributable to the gross negligence
or fraudulent intent of the supplier.
7.6. In respect of any equipment provided to the customer by the supplier under a
managed services agreement and in respect of equipment provided by the supplier
at the supplier’s cost to the customer, where such equipment is covered by the
supplier’s insurance:
7.6.1. the customer undertakes to comply fully with the terms and conditions of the
insurance cover procured by the supplier, for all the equipment supplied to it by the
supplier;
7.6.2. if the equipment or any part thereof is lost, stolen or damaged for any reason
whatsoever and howsoever arising, the customer shall immediately notify the
supplier in writing of such loss, theft or damage;
7.6.3. In the case of equipment that is damaged, and until such notification has
been received by the supplier, the customer shall remain fully liable for all costs and
charges pertaining to such equipment and to the services.
7.7. The supplier shall, as soon as reasonably possible after receipt of written
notification of such theft, loss or damage for equipment supplied under a managed
services agreement:
7.7.1. repair or replace equipment (other than equipment that has not been supplied
by the supplier, the repair and/or replacement of which shall be for the customer’s
entire responsibility);
7.7.2. bear the costs of such repair or replacement except where such repair or
replacement is necessary as a result of an accident or force majeure event (as
contemplated in clause 11) or through improper, malicious or negligent use by the
customer of the equipment or use in breach of the terms and conditions hereof. The
supplier shall in its sole discretion, using reasonable testing methods, determine
whether such equipment has been subjected to improper, malicious or negligent use.
7.8. In respect of any theft, loss or damage of equipment that has been purchased
outright by the customer from the supplier, and notwithstanding the provisions of
clause 8.9, the customer shall be fully liable for all costs and charges pertaining
to the replacement of such equipment. Such loss, theft of, or damage to and/
or the issue of replacement equipment shall in no way be deemed to constitute a
termination of the agreement which shall continue to be of full force and effect.
7.9. The customer shall be obliged to ensure that the equipment and all components
thereof at all times remain at the site of installation thereof. Should the customer
wish to relocate any fixed or movable component(s) of the equipment to alternative
premises, the customer shall be precluded from doing so unless it has made written
application on 4 months’ notice to the supplier to such effect and the supplier
has approved such relocation in writing. The customer will be charged for any
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site-relocation requirement (whether within the customer’s existing premises or to
alternative premises) at the relevant rates stipulated by the supplier and/or its service
providers at the time of such site re-location.
7.10. The supplier may at any time re-configure upgrade, and/or exchange any
equipment at its sole and absolute discretion, to meet its obligations required to
provide the services. The supplier shall not be obliged to effect any other upgrades
or improvements unless it determines to do so in its sole and absolute discretion.
7.11. The customer shall not itself be entitled to nor permit any other party to repair,
maintain, modify, alter or add to the equipment in any manner whatsoever without the
supplier’s prior written consent.
7.12. Unless the prior written approval of the supplier is obtained, the customer shall
ensure that only equipment and services marketed and sold by the supplier may be
installed on or connected to the equipment. Any component or accessory affixed or
addition made to the equipment during the currency of this agreement shall become
the property of the supplier without reimbursement or compensation to the customer.
8. CHARGES AND PAYMENT
8.1. Unless otherwise agreed to by the supplier in writing or provided for in the
proposal or in the product specific terms and conditions, in consideration of the
provision of the services and equipment by the supplier to the customer, the
customer shall effect payment to the supplier, in full, without deduction or set off and
free of bank charges, on date of invoice:
8.1.1. for the supply and delivery of services, equipment and installation;
8.1.2. for the monthly service charge and/or all other maintenance charges and
insurance charges, if applicable, and of all other relevant periodic charges (including
monthly and annual charges) in advance, as specified in the proposal;
8.1.3. for the usage charges, in arrears, as specified in the proposal;
8.1.4. at the supplier’s premises or at the supplier’s banker’s premises.
8.2. It is expressly recorded and agreed that the supplier shall be entitled, on
30 days’ written notice to the customer, to increase the charges payable by
the customer in circumstances of either such increases being specifically
provided for in the proposal or the direct costs to the supplier in providing the
services (including, without limitation, the charges charged by the network
provider(s) in respect of such services) being increased. In such event the
increases to the charges shall be commensurate with the increased costs of
providing the services. Furthermore, the supplier shall be entitled to vary any
savings and/or rates guaranteed or implied to the customer
Initial
in the event of a change in network tariffs or the regulatory
environment which impacts on the services on the giving of
30 days’ written notice thereof to the customer.
8.3. Unless the customer notifies the supplier in writing within 3 days of receipt of an
invoice to the contrary, the contents of such invoice shall be deemed to be correct.
8.4. Unless otherwise stipulated, all amounts payable by the customer to the supplier
in terms of this agreement are exclusive of VAT and any other statutory levies, taxes
and imposts as may be levied thereon from time. The customer shall accordingly be
liable for VAT and all rates, taxes, government or statutory levies as may be imposed
in respect of the services from time to time.
8.5. The supplier shall be entitled to insist that all amounts payable by the customer
are made through a debit order on the terms and conditions stated in the proposal
and the customer shall be obliged to execute and deliver such further instruments,
contracts, forms and other documents (“additional documentation”) or perform such
further acts as may be required by the supplier for the purposes of securing such
debit order/s in favour of the supplier, copies of which additional documentation shall
have been made available to the customer prior to the date of signature hereof.
Where payment is made by the customer through a debit order, other electronic
means or any other intermediary, the customer’s bankers or other intermediaries
shall act as customer agents and the customer shall have discharged its obligations
only upon payment being received by the supplier at the supplier’s premises or by
the bankers of the supplier.
8.6. In terms of the debit order, the customer is aware of non-refundable setup
fee, outright purchases and pro-rata amounts applicable to
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the services applied for, and accepts that these amounts will
be debited from their account immediately when the service
is activated.
8.7. Any cancellation of such a debit order without the prior written consent of the
supplier shall constitute a breach by the customer of this agreement.
8.8. The supplier shall be entitled to charge the customer the greater of a monthly
administration fee of R35 a month (escalated on an annual basis in accordance with
annual increases in CPIX) and interest at an amount equal to 2% per month of any
overdue sums from date of invoice.
8.9. A certificate by a director of the supplier as to the amount owing by the customer
to the supplier at any time shall be sufficient proof thereof for provisional sentence or
summary judgment.
8.10. In the event of an outright purchase of equipment, if such equipment has
been delivered to the customer’s premises and is subsequently lost or stolen from
the customer’s premises prior to it having been paid for either in part or in full, the
customer shall be responsible for the full payment of such equipment to the supplier.
8.11. Unless otherwise specified in the agreement, in the case of an outright
purchase of equipment, the customer shall pay an amount equalling 80% of the
total deal value upon delivery of the equipment to the customer’s premises, and the
balance of 20% of the total deal value when commissioned.
8.12. Unless otherwise specified in the agreement, in the case of an outright
purchase of the equipment by the customer, where the customer cancels the order
after the supplier has ordered the equipment from its suppliers, the supplier shall be
entitled to charge the customer an amount equal to 7% of the value of such ordered
equipment to the supplier, which the parties acknowledge and agree constitutes a
reasonable charge within the meaning of section 17 of the CPA.
8.13. Where it is the customer’s responsibility to install lightning protection
equipment, and the equipment has been damaged by lightning, it is the customer’s
responsibility for the full payment of such repair or replacement to the supplier.

9.1. The supplier may upon 5 days’ written notice to the customer, suspend the
customer’s use of the services in the event that –
9.1.1. any modification, maintenance or remedial work is required to be undertaken
pertaining to the services; and/or
9.1.2. the customer fails to perform any of its obligations or breaches any term/s of
this agreement; and/or
9.1.3. the customer at any time exceeds the credit limit which the supplier, in its
absolute discretion, shall set and notify the customer of from time to time.
9.2. The supplier may require the customer to effect payment of any applicable
reconnection charges pursuant to the restoration of the services suspended in the
circumstances contemplated in clauses 9.1.
9.3. The customer remains liable for the applicable charges payable by it in terms of
this agreement during any period of suspension in the circumstances contemplated
in clauses 9.1.
10. DEFAULT
10.1. Save where otherwise provided for in the proposal or elsewhere herein, should
either party (“the defaulting party”) –
10.1.1. fail to pay any amount payable under this agreement within 7 days after
receipt of written demand requiring such payment;
10.1.2. commit a breach of any provision (other than a payment obligation) of this
agreement and, if such breach is capable of remedy, fail to remedy such breach
within 14 days after receipt of written demand from the other party requiring it to do
so;
10.1.3. becomes the subject of business rescue proceedings, is placed under
liquidation, judicial management or any similar disability, whether provisionally or
finally and whether voluntarily or compulsorily;
10.1.4. commit any act which if committed by a natural person would constitute an
act of insolvency or become insolvent;
10.1.5. compromise or attempt to compromise generally with any of its creditors;
10.1.6. have a final judgment taken against it which is not satisfied within 30 days
after the granting of such judgment,
then the other party (“the aggrieved party”) shall be entitled, without prejudice to any
of its other rights under this agreement and/or in law and by giving written notice,
to immediately cancel this agreement or to claim immediate specific performance
of all of the defaulting party’s obligations whether or not due for performance, in
either event without prejudice to the aggrieved party’s right to claim damages.
Furthermore, and without prejudice to the supplier’s rights pursuant to the
aforegoing, should the supplier have suffered any damages as
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a result of the interconnect bypass referred to in clause 12.1,
the supplier shall be entitled to recover from the customer
an amount equal to the interconnect rate applicable to the
supplier plus 10% thereof.
11. FORCE MAJEURE
If either party is prevented or restricted from carrying out all or any of its obligations
under this agreement by reason of any event constituting force majeure (being any
cause beyond the reasonable control of either party, including without limitation
adverse weather conditions, unpredictable delays caused by traffic congestion,
diversion or road works, the unavailability of raw materials, strikes, power
outages, industrial disputes, regulatory interference or the unavailability of any
communications lines and/or network operator facilities), then that party shall be
relieved of its obligations under this agreement during the period that such event
continues, and shall not be liable for any delay and/or failure in the performance
of such obligations during such period, provided that if the force majeure event
continues for a period longer than 14 days, either party may cancel this agreement
on written notice.
12. ABUSE OF SERVICES
The customer hereby warrants and undertakes in favour of the supplier that the
customer –
12.1. shall not use nor allow the services to be used for any improper, immoral or
unlawful purpose, including, without limitation, attempting to utilise the services
to route (or assist another party to route) transit traffic from other networks to the
supplier, nor in any way which may cause injury or damage to persons or property or
an impairment or interruption of the services;
12.2. shall comply with all relevant legislation and regulations imposed by any
competent authority and all directives issued by the supplier relating to the services
including its Acceptable Use Policy available on the supplier’s website, and hereby
indemnifies the supplier for any losses, expenses, damages, harm or amount
for which the supplier may become liable arising from or relating to the use
of the services in any manner whatsoever which violates the terms of this
agreement, the supplier’s Acceptable Use Policy or any law, legislation or
regulations; and/or any claims made by any third party arising from the
customer’s use of the services unless such losses, expenses, damages, harm
or liability were directly attributable to the gross negligence
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or fraudulent intent of the supplier.

13. OBLIGATIONS ON TERMINATION AND/ORSUSPENSION
13.1. The customer is liable for any obligation accrued at the date of termination
or suspension of the services, including the payment of any costs or charges that
may arise in connection with such termination (including, without limitation, the
cancellation fees referred to in clause 3.6) or suspension, and the payment of all
outstanding fees for the use of the services prior to said termination or suspension.
13.2. The payment obligations of the customer in terms of this agreement are not
suspended, stayed, delayed or otherwise affected by any suspension of access to
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the services where such suspension arises from the customer’s failure to comply
with, or violation of, the terms and conditions of this agreement or any law or legal
obligation of the customer.
13.3. The supplier shall be entitled to immediately deactivate the service on the date
of termination or cancellation and further, has no obligation to the customer after any
termination or cancellation of this agreement.
14. WARRANTIES, EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
14.1. The supplier shall use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that the equipment
supplied by it and/or its service providers is in accordance with the agreement
and is otherwise correct in terms of the customer’s requirements. Subject to
any warranties that may be implied by the CPA to the extent that the CPA
is applicable to the agreement, the supplier does not, however, make any
representations nor, unless expressly given in writing, give any warranty or
guarantee of any nature whatsoever, whether express or implied, in respect of
the services or the equipment including but not limited to implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness or suitability for any intended purpose.
14.2. Subject to the provisions of the CPA to the extent that the CPA is
applicable to the agreement, the supplier shall not be liable to the customer or
any third party for any loss or damage which the customer or such third party
may suffer or incur as a consequence of utilising the services and/or software
and/or equipment, irrespective of whether such loss or damage is direct,
special, incidental, consequential or otherwise unless such loss or damage
was directly attributable to the gross negligence or fraudulent intent of the
supplier.
14.3. Without limiting the generality of the aforegoing, the supplier shall not
(other than in circumstances of the supplier’s gross negligence or fraudulent
intent) be liable for any damage or loss suffered by the customer caused by
and/or attributable to –
14.3.1. the services being interrupted, suspended or terminated, for
whatsoever reason; and/or
14.3.2. the supplier’s failure to suspend the provision of the services to the
customer in terms of an arrangement between the supplier and the customer
or after the customer has specifically requested the supplier to do so in order
to limit the applicable charges; and/or
14.3.3. communications not being sent and/or received and/or transmitted
timeously or at all for any reason whatsoever; and/or
14.3.4. circumstances that constitute a force majeure event (as contemplated
in 11); and/or
14.3.5. the customer’s failure to perform its obligations under this agreement;
and/or
14.3.6. changes made to the customer’s operating environment which were not
communicated to the supplier; and/or
14.3.7. a power failure or power interruptions at any site from where the
services or any component of the services are rendered; and/or
14.3.8. any failure or delay by the customer to report problems or queries to the
supplier’s call centre; and/or
14.3.9. the server and/or equipment of any recipient party being nonfunctioning for any reason whatsoever; and/or
14.3.10. the failure of any hardware, software programme, operating system,
application/s, networks, telecommunication lines and/or any other computer
system (or any component thereof) of any third party on whom the supplier
and/or the customer relies (whether directly or indirectly) to supply and/or
receive, as the case may be the services;
14.3.11. the unavailability of the supplier’s website for any reason whatever;
and/or
14.3.12. the customer using the service for any unlawful, improper or immoral
purpose; and/or
14.3.13. the unlawful or fraudulent accessing by a third party of the customer’s
telecommunication lines, PBX or other telecommunication equipment. In
such circumstances, the customer shall remain liable for all charges incurred
pursuant to such unlawful or fraudulent access and hereby indemnifies the
supplier against all loss, liability, damage or expense which the supplier may
suffer as a result thereof.
14.4. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this agreement, each of the
supplier’s and the customer’s liability to the other and/or any third party for
any damages or loss of whatsoever nature, including without limitation any
damages or loss caused by the negligence (but excluding gross negligence) of
the supplier or the customer, as the case may be, or that of its servants, agents
and sub-contractors, shall in any event and under all circumstances be limited
to an amount equal to the fixed monthly charges payable by
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the subscriber during the initial period.
15. UNSOLICITED COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS
15.1. The customer indemnifies the supplier and its directors against all loss, liability,
damage or expense (whether actual, contingent or otherwise and whether or not in
the contemplation of the parties and including but not limited to loss of data, profits or
goodwill) which the supplier or its directors may suffer as a result of or which may be
attributable to the sending of unsolicited commercial communications (“SPAM”).
15.2. The customer is solely responsible for compliance with all laws and regulations
from time to time regulating SPAM including but not limited to the Electronic
Communications and Transactions Act of 2002 (“ECTA”) and the Independent
Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) Code of Conduct.
16. ASSIGNMENT, SUB-CONTRACTING AND CONTRACTING ON BEHALF OF
THE CUSTOMER
16.1. The customer may not assign any of its rights or obligations in terms of this
agreement, nor pass any equipment to any third party, nor allow any third party to
use the equipment, without the supplier’s prior written consent.
16.2. The supplier shall be entitled at any time during the currency of the agreement
to cede and/or assign and/or sub-contract any or all of its rights and obligations
in terms of the agreement to any other party provided that if the customer is
a consumer as contemplated in regulation 44(1) of the CPA Regulations such

assignment of obligations is not to the customer’s detriment.
16.3. Subject to the restriction in clause 16.1 this agreement shall be binding on the
successors-in-title of the respective parties.
17. NOTICES
17.1. The customer and the supplier choose the addresses set out in the agreement
as their chosen address (“domicilium”) for all purposes under this agreement,
whether in respect of court process, notices or other documents or communications
of whatsoever nature.
17.2. Either party may change its domicilium on written notice to the other.
17.3. Any notice required or permitted to be given in terms of this Agreement shall be
valid and effective only if given in writing, excluding notice in the form, either wholly
or partly, of a data message as defined in the ECTA.
18. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
18.1. This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Republic.
18.2. The customer, by its signature hereto and in terms of the provisions of
Section 45 of the Magistrates Court Act. No 32 of 1944, as amended, consents to
the jurisdiction of the Magistrate’s Courts in relation to any actions or proceedings
instituted against the customer in terms of, or arising out of the provisions of this
agreement, provided that either party in its sole and absolute discretion shall be
entitled to institute any such actions or proceedings, in any division of the High Court
of South Africa possessed of the requisite jurisdiction.
18.3. In the event of either party instituting legal proceedings against the other
(“defaulting party”) to recover amounts due to or take any other legal steps arising
out of this agreement, the defaulting party shall be liable for legal costs on the scale
as between attorney and own client.
19. DISCLOSURE
19.1. The supplier undertakes not to disclose to any third party details of the
customer’s name, address or any third party (“customer details”) except as set out in
this clause 19.
19.2. The customer hereby authorises the supplier to disclose customer’s details to
a third party wherever the supplier deems this reasonably necessary to enable it to
properly perform its functions or protect its interests (including, without limitation, for
the purposes of credit vetting the customer), for the purpose of enabling the provision
of emergency services or directory or repair services to the customer.
19.3. In addition, the supplier may disclose the customer’s details if required to do so
to any regulatory authorities or any court of law.
20. AUTHORITY AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
20.1. The customer warrants that it has the necessary legal capacity and authority to
conclude this agreement.
20.2. The signatory of the customer warrants that he/she is authorised to sign on
behalf of the customer.
20.3. The customer confirms that:
20.3.1. it has been given an adequate opportunity to read and has read and
understood the agreement together with the supplier’s Acceptable Use Policy, and
any Product Specific Terms and Conditions, where applicable; and
20.3.2. it has read and is aware of all the terms and conditions contained herein that
are printed in bold and which have been initialled by the customer as confirmation
hereof.
20.4 Where the physical installation of equipment is required, the customer warrants
that it has obtained all the necessary consents from the landlord or landowner, as the
case may be.
21. AMENDMENTS TO THE GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
21.1. This agreement, and any Product Specific Terms and Conditions where
applicable, constitutes the whole agreement between the parties relating to the
subject matter hereof, and shall not be modified except as expressly set out in this
clause 21.
21.2. Subject always to the right of the customer to terminate this agreement in
accordance with the provisions of clause 3, the supplier frequently modifies and
seeks to improve the services which it provides to its customers, and such changes
may from time to time require that the supplier amends the agreement. The supplier
shall in its sole discretion have the right to amend the agreement and to change and/
or discontinue any feature or component of the services, as it may deem necessary.
Any use by the customer of the services after any such amendment has been
implemented and notified to the customer in writing by the supplier, shall be deemed
to constitute acceptance by the customer of such amendment.
22. GENERAL
22.1. Subject to clause 21 and any other provision herein to the contrary, no
cancellation of this agreement and no settlement of disputes arising under this
agreement and no extension of time, waiver or relaxation or suspension of any of the
provisions of this agreement shall be binding unless recorded in writing and signed
by the parties. Any such extension, waiver, relaxation or suspension, which is so
given, shall be strictly construed as relating only to the matter in respect of which it
was made or given.
22.2. To the extent permissible by law and subject always to the provisions of the
CPA, if the CPA applies to the agreement, no party shall be bound by any express or
implied term, representations, warranty, promise or the like not recorded herein.
22.3. Should any part of this agreement be found invalid, the balance of the
provisions shall remain enforceable.
22.4. The customer is entitled to refer any dispute between itself and the supplier
relating to the availability of the services to the Independent Communications
Authority of South Africa (ICASA) or any successor thereof, or any other regulatory
body or consumer protection body.
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Vodacom Terms and Conditions
THESE PRODUCT-SPECIFIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS NEED TO BE READ IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS. WHERE ANY
DISCREPANCY OCCURS, THE PROVISIONS OF THESE PRODUCT-SPECIFIC
TERMS AND CONDITIONS SHALL APPLY.

therefore it is possible for a customer to exceed the R5000 limit during the waiting
period. The supplier does not guarantee cut off nor will it be held liable should a
subscriber’s account exceed the spend limit. The subscriber is liable for their full
outstanding account payment.

1. DEFINITIONS
1.1. RICA means the Regulation of Interception of Communication Act
1.2. Network means the mobile telecommunication network and/or the wireless
platform for Internet and/or Voice Services that is owned and operated by Vodacom;
1.3. Network Coverage means the geographical area within which the Internet and/or
Voice Services can be accessed and used by the subscriber.
1.4. Kbps means kilobits per second.
1.5. KB means Kilobyte.
1.6. Mbps means Megabits per second.
1.7. MB means Megabyte. 1,000 KB equals 1 MB.
1.8. GB means Gigabyte. 1,000 MB equals 1 GB.
1.9. Data Cap means the amount of data allocated as part of the package
subscription (ex. 1GB is allocated on the package and once the 1 GB is depleted
additional data would need to be purchased or out of bundle usage will apply
1.10. In-Bundle means the allocated data included as part of the subscription being
used. This will differ based on the size of the package applied for.
1.11. Out-of-bundle means the data that is being used after the in-bundle data has
been depleted.
1.12. Equipment means the hardware, including but not limited to a modem, router or
Smartphone, which will be sold to the subscriber.
1.13. Migration means moving to a package of the same technology of either a lower
or higher subscription value.

3. VODACOM VOICE GENERAL PRE PAID TERMS AND CONDITIONS
3.1. The following terms and conditions listed are only applicable to this product:
3.2. A Subscriber will be liable for a once-off activation fee of R175.00 (incl. VAT)
3.3. Validity - The credit value of this voucher is valid for the airtime window on the
voucher from the date of redemption (the date the credit value is deposited into your
prepaid account). In the unlikely event that you are inactive (not making, sending
or receiving a single revenue generating voice call, data call or SMS) for 7 months,
your connection to the Vodacom Network will be terminated and your cellular number
and remaining credit will be forfeited. Roaming activity, voicemail retrievals and
recharging will be regarded as activity. Calls free of charge will not be seen as activity
3.4. You acknowledge and agree that 3.5. The quality and coverage of the cellular communication services (the Services)
available to you shall be limited to that provided by Vodacom and the Services may,
from time to time, be adversely affected by physical features such as buildings and
underpass, as well as atmospheric conditions and other causes of interference; and
3.6. You shall not hold Vodacom liable for any non-availability of the Services
3.7. Limitation of Liability And Indemnity - Vodacom shall not be under any liability
(including liability for negligence) for any loss or damage or injury to you whatsoever
no matter when or how, arising out of the provision of the Services or otherwise,
whether direct or indirect, consequential or contingent and whether foreseeable or
not and in particular shall not be liable for financial loss or loss of profits, contract,
anticipated business, savings, use or goodwill.
3.8. You indemnify and hold Vodacom harmless against any expense, loss, claim,
harm or damage brought against, suffered or sustained by Vodacom, which arises
directly or indirectly out of a breach of the terms of this agreement or the use by you
of the Services and/or the Cellular Phone, irrespective of the cause thereof
3.9. Modifications - Vodacom has the right to change or modify these terms and
conditions. Such changes may include, but are not limited to the tariffs charged at
any time with the method of notice determined by Vodacom from time to time.
3.10. Miscellaneous - This service may not be used for unlawful purpose. Vodacom
retains the right to provide, on demand, to a court of appropriate jurisdiction,
information regarding the use of this service upon issuance of subpoena or any other
statutory type of summons
3.11. Vodacom may, to the extent permitted by law, receive or disclose your personal
information, documents and/or credit profile information from or to 3.12. any credit providers, credit bureau or credit reporting agencies;
3.13. any law enforcement agencies that require the information for the prevention or
investigation of criminal activities;
3.14. any of Vodacom’s shareholders, related entities, suppliers, agents or
professional advisors for reporting, accounting, product supply and service,
marketing and/or auditing purposes;
3.15. any subsidiary or holding company of Vodacom for any purpose connected with
the Services or the Network or for marketing or incentive scheme purposes
3.16. Limitation of use - This credit may only be used with prepaid SIM cards
exclusively on the Vodacom network. Any handset sold in a prepaid package shall
only work utilising a Vodacom SIM card. Any other SIM card will be inoperable.
3.17. Acceptance - The insertion of a Vodacom SIM card into a cellular handset
and/or the use by you of the Services, constitutes your acceptance of these terms
and conditions. No terms, representations or warranties, other than those set out
herein, shall be binding on Vodacom unless reduced to writing and signed by a duly
authorised representative of Vodacom.

2. GENERAL
2.1. All new applicants will need to be registered for RICA.
2.2. The following documentation is needed;
2.2.1. Individual - Certified copy of ID, Proof of physical address.
2.2.2. Business - Certified copy of Representative ID, Proof of Representative
residential address, Copy of business letterhead including registration details and
address.
2.3. All new applicants will be credit vetted before a contract will be approved. An
applicant needs to supply the supplier with a Copy of ID, most recent Payslip and 3
months bank statements
2.4. the supplier will not be held responsible for any damages caused to hardware
due to the negligence of a subscriber
2.5. A subscriber may pay for their service via Debit order, Electronic Funds Transfer
or Credit Card unless otherwise stipulated per product
2.6. A Subscriber will be billed pro-rata in the month of activation on all contract
packages with a monthly subscription
2.7. A Subscriber will be responsible for insurance on the hardware
2.8. Upward migration of packages is allowed and no penalty fee will be levied
2.9. Downward migration of packages is allowed but a penalty fee will be levied and
is calculated upon request
2.10. An early cancellation of the contract is allowed but a subscriber will be
responsible for an early cancellation penalty.
2.11. Early cancellation penalty fee
2.12. A subscriber will be charged 3 x normal monthly subscription and liable for the
full remainder of the hardware cost
2.13. A subscriber can cancel their monthly contract service by giving 20 business
days notice
2.14. A subscriber who wishes to cancel their monthly contract service must do so
before the 25th day of each month
2.15. Should a subscriber cancel their monthly contract service the monthly
subscription and usage fee will be calculated on a pro rata basis in the month of
cancellation
2.16. Should there be any Out of bundle usage after a subscriber has cancelled the
contract, the subscriber will be billed for the usage
2.17. Transmitted (uploads) and received data (downloads) will deplete the
subscribers cap. The subscriber will be liable for all traffic generated on the account.
This will include data consumed due to spam, viruses etc.
2.18. International roaming is available on these packages. A subscriber needs to
notify the supplier 2 weeks prior to roaming and a deposit of R2500.00 is required
that will be held for 6 months
2.19. A subscriber’s service will be suspended if no payment has been received as
indicated in the the supplier’s General Terms and conditions
2.20. The subscriber will be responsible for the replacement value of a damaged
device caused by electrical surges, lightning, water
2.21. These Product Specific Terms and Conditions need to be read and
acknowledged in conjunction with the the supplier General Terms and Conditions.
The subscriber acknowledges that there is a spend limit on all contracts of R5000
ex VAT. Should the subscriber exceed this amount, their account will be suspended.
This is in order to limit loss through fraudulent usage or theft. The subscriber will
be notified via SMS as their usage approaches the limit and then again once their
account has been suspended. The subscriber can then contact the supplier in order
to have their limit increased and have their account un-suspended.
2.22. Although the cut off spend limit is set at R5000 ex VAT, the account cut off is
fully dependent on the supplier receiving CDRs from the service provider timeously,
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4. SMS TERMS AND CONDITIONS
4.1. By using this service you warrant and agree that:
4.2. You have the right to do so on behalf of and as contractual agent for your
company, if you are accessing this service via a corporate Internet connectivity
facility;
4.3. You are not using this service for unlawful or illegal activity;
4.4. You are not using this service to transmit any unlawful or illegal information;
4.5. You may not use this service to transmit unsolicited information;
4.6. Subject to your agreement to provisions above, you are not allowed to use this
service for sending more than 20 Internet-to-SMS messages per day and 5 Internetto-MMS messages per day;
4.7. In making the above contractual undertakings, you understand and agree that
there is no general or other duty or obligation on Vodacom, its suppliers and partners,
to monitor the contents of any information transmitted over its Internet-to-SMS
service; and
4.8. For the purposes of this agreement:
4.9. Any reference to “damages” shall include without limitation, damages arising
from the breach of privacy by any third party recipient of the transmitted information;
and
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4.10. Any reference to “instance of infringement” shall mean the transmission if the
transmitted information to each identified cellular number, regardless of whether the
information sent to multiple numbers is identical or not.
4.11. If you do not agree to all of the above contractual undertakings, you may not
use this service, and you are instructed to refrain from accessing this service under
any circumstances.
4.12. By continuing to use the Vodacom Internet-to-SMS limited free non-commercial
service, you agree to all the terms of the above agreement, and state your
undertaking to abide by those terms and conditions.

7.16. Should the Night Owl data be depleted during the promotional hours, then
standard bundle utilisation rates will apply either in-bundle or out-of-bundle.
7.17. Customers who use any Corporate APN (reverse billed APN) will not qualify for
Night Owl.
7.18. All Top Up and Prepaid customers will not qualify for Night Owl.

5. PREPAID BLACKBERRY RECURRING SERVICE
5.1. The Prepaid BlackBerry recurring service is available to all Vodacom Prepaid
customers as an electronic purchase from their available funds.
5.2. Customers should ensure that they have sufficient funds (ie R59) in their Prepaid
accounts prior to subscribing to the BlackBerry service. This subscription amount is
for the BlackBerry service only, and cannot be used for making calls, sending SMSs,
etc.
5.3. Upon activating the BlackBerry recurring service, the customer’s account will
automatically be debited with R59, and the service will be extended by 30 days on
the expiry/recurring date.
5.4. Prepaid BlackBerry customers may still recharge their airtime credit with any
other Prepaid voucher.
5.5. Prepaid BlackBerry customers are not able to transfer any part of their
BlackBerry service credit or value using airtime transfer.
5.6. Customers will lose their mailbox and e-mail addresses if they do not ensure that
the service is continually renewed.
5.7. Prepaid BlackBerry service purchases will be seen as customer activity.
5.8. The onus is on the customer to ensure that their cellphone supports BlackBerry
by means of research or enquiries prior to subscribing to the service. No reversals
will be allowed.
5.9. The service is restricted to Prepaid customers only and cannot be utilised by Top
Up and Contract customers.
5.10. Vodacom’s Prepaid cellular communication services are subject to our standard
Terms and Conditions, which are available at www.vodacom.co.za or by calling
Customer Care on 111 free from your
5.11. Vodacom cellphone or 082 111 from any other phone.
5.12. Additional Information
5.13. Data usage for Internet browsing, using the BlackBerry Internet browser,
is unlimited when browsing on-device and is included in the monthly BlackBerry
subscription.
5.14. When using a BlackBerry device as a tethered modem, customers will have to
use the internet APN (Access Point Name) and will be billed in accordance with their
prevailing data tariff plan.
6. VODACOM DATA GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
6.1. The following terms and conditions listed are only applicable to this product
6.2. Hardware is available on all new 24 month contracts
6.3. The hardware will carry a 12 month manufacturer’s warranty
6.4. A subscriber will own the hardware after the initial 24 month contract term
6.5. Usage will be billed in 1MB increments
6.6. A subscriber will own the hardware after the initial 24 month contract term
6.7. A Subscriber will be liable for a once-off activation fee of R175.00 (incl. VAT)
6.8. Unused contract, month-to-month and once-off bundled data expires at the end
of the following month. Unused prepaid and top up bundled data expires on the last
calendar day of the next month. Any carried-over megabytes will only be used after
the recurring monthly data bundle allocation has been depleted
6.9. Subscribers who only want a data package need to have a hardware device that
supports 3G HSDPA Advanced speeds of up to 7.2 Mbps or higher.
6.10. Data transfer speeds are not guaranteed and are dependent on network
coverage, availability and utilisation.
6.11. All 3G/HSDPA Broadband packages are “best-effort” services and Upload and
Download speeds cannot be guaranteed.
7. NIGHT OWL
7.1. Night Owl will only be available for use during the hours of 00:01 and 05:00.
7.2. Night Owl data bundle is equal to the allocated data bundle size purchased.
7.3. The offering is applicable to all Contract Broadband Standard and Broadband
Advanced Bundles.
7.4. Night Owl will be allocated to customers once the qualifying 24-month data
contract, month-to-month (recurring) or once-off data bundle becomes effective. It will
be pro-rated where a recurring contract or month-to-month data bundle is activated
mid month, for instance, if you purchase a MyMeg 500 month-to-month Data Bundle
on 15 November , a customer will receive a 250MB Data Bundle to use between
00:01 and 5am.
7.5. Multiple Once-Off data bundles is allowed.
7.6. Night Owl may only be used on the Internet APN (e.g: iPhone APN and the
Blackberry APN are excluded).
7.7. Customers will be able to view their Data Bundle balances via USSD (*111#
follow the balance view menu, this option is only available form a cellphone). VSP
customers can SMS the letters to MM to 31050. Alternatively, customers can contact
Customer Care on 155 from a Vodacom cellphone, or 082 155 from any other phone.
7.8. Qualifying customers
7.9. All existing voice and data customers with qualifying data bundles
7.10. New data Contract Customers
7.11. Customers who upgrade or migrate to a qualifying data bundle
7.12. Migration includes up, down and parallel.
7.13. Night Owl validity
7.14. The Night Owl data bundle will not be allowed for the month-to-month (recurring
data bundles).
7.15. The Night Owl data bundle will have the activity period as once-off data
bundles, therefore valid until the last day of the next month.
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